Definitions

Building: Defined in this table by SBU with the following limitations: a building is a separate structure with a foundation that has a utility other than lighting, and has a toilet. Buildings with additions, such as SAC and Heavy Engineering are counted as one building. Parking structures, regardless of size, are not counted as buildings.

Structure: Defined in this table is defined by the SUCF's minimum definition of 'building' required to be recorded in the Physical Space Inventory. SUCF's definition is a building owned, shared or leased that is used for campus state operations. Its minimum definition is a building on a foundation that has one utility service other than lighting. Building additions of greater than 5,000 gsf are treated as separate buildings. Parking structures are counted in this category.

# State Owned Structures: Defined in this table as buildings actually owned by SUNY. Excluded from this total are all buildings with campus state operations that are leased, such as Childs Mansion, Manhattan buildings and Hospital leased buildings.

Non University/State: Defined in this table as buildings on campus that are not University-owned and/or not used for campus state operations. These buildings have been listed on the attached charts for record but are not recorded in the summaries for square footage or building counts.

# of Acres: Defined in this table as SUNY-owned property. Flax Pond acreage is excluded because the University does not own the land, it merely has the use of the land by agreement with the DEC.

Future Buildings: Defined in this table as buildings under construction. They are not recorded in the summaries for square footage or for building counts until substantial completion.